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INT. MCKINLEY HIGH - BASKETBALL COURT - DAY

The place is crammed full of gurneys for the blood drive-- 
nurses, blood bags, students, staff and... cheerleaders, 
undertaking some severely stifled manoeuvres in the centre. 
Mercedes grabs a form to fill out...

KURT
This looks... fun.

MERCEDES
(grabbing a seat)

Feel like getting your karma on? Also 
there are free snacks.

KURT
(nodding at his ensemble)

At the risk of sounding callous, I’m 
not risking my pristinely platelet-
free ensemble for the sake of--

MERCEDES
Saving someone’s life? And cookies?

KURT
I’m AB. It’s practically not even a 
blood type. Plus Dalton doesn’t do 
blood drives-- gay men aren’t allowed 
to donate.

MERCEDES
Is everyone there gay?

KURT
No but they wear blazers. It’s only a 
matter of time.

(serious)
I think they’re just being 
supportive.

MERCEDES
Well they could stand to be a little 
bleeding out the arm. And how are you 
supposed to win this Blaine guy over 
if you’re dodging out of every good 
deed going?

Kurt muses on this... while ACROSS THE ROOM the Cheerio 
pyramid collapses...

SUE
(through megaphone)

You think this is hard!



All eyes shoot to SUE, propped up on a gurney-- and donating 
out of each arm. She doesn’t complete her thought, just nods 
at the blood pouring out of her.

ARTIE, in his chair a few feet away, is in conversation with a 
BLOOD NURSE. As he finishes, SANTANA and BRITTANY wander up...

SUE (CONT’D)
(V/O, inside her head)

Here they come, Sue. Time to 
delicately lure them back into your 
delicious web...

SUE (CONT’D)
Brittany!

(nodding at Brittany’s 
lederhosen-esque outfit)

You look like a Bavarian kidnapping 
victim. Santana, I take exception to 
whatever race you happen to be part 
of.

SANTANA
Coach Sylvester.

SUE
Re-join the Cheerios and I’ll help 
you with whatever immigration 
documents or embassy you call home.

SANTANA
I’m, like, eighth generation.

SUE
In this time of uncertainty and 
heightened terrorist unrest it’s the 
melting pot bisexual hotties that 
will be the first to go. Brittany, 
I’ll teach you how to levitate.

Brittany almost responds but--

SANTANA
Thanks but no thanks.

(she turns to Artie, as 
Brittany sits on his lap)

SUE
(V/O)

Close, Sue. So close.

ON Brittany and Artie now...
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BRITTANY
Did you donate?

ARTIE
I... no.

(wincing)
Would you mind, not...?

(he pushes her up off him)

BRITTANY
Did I hurt you?

SANTANA
I’m not sure you can. Isn’t it all... 
dead down there?

BRITTANY
Except Bertrand.

ARTIE
(off Santana’s look)

I don’t call it-- that’s not--

SAM saves Artie, bounding up to Santana.

SAM
How are we?

(smiling to Santana’s 
face)

SANTANA
(pointing down)

Eh, excuse me? My breasts are down 
here.

(Sam obliges by staring at 
them)

ACROSS THE ROOM, QUINN watches them both.

QUINN
(V/O, impersonating 
Santana)

“Oh hey Sam, wanna bury your face in 
my taco?”

(impersonating Sam)
“I don’t know, Santana, isn’t that 
kind of language racially charged?”

(impersonating Santana)
“You know what’s racially charged, 
Sam? My vagina. My vagina is racially 
charged.”
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(Sam and Santana squeeze 
up against each other, 
Quinn shouts in her 
head...)

THEY’RE NOT REAL.

EMMA joins the Santana group, to talk to Artie. They share a 
moment-- Artie looks supremely pissed at her.

QUINN (CONT’D)
(V/O)

Oh yes. That’s right. We’re all a big 
happy fun family love sugar dry hump 
fest when Quinn’s not around. I 
should--

(she suddenly catches 
Sue’s eye, who’s looking 
directly at her)

SUE
(V/O)

I’m going to eat your head.

QUINN
(V/O)

Agh!

Behind Quinn, WILL sits at a desk, taking names. He stares 
longingly at Emma...

WILL
(V/O)

Hi Emma. I know this is not right and 
not the correct thing to do and I 
know you’re married. I know that 
you’re married but I don’t care 
because I love you. I love you Emma 
Pillsbury and that can’t be wrong, so-
-

(he catches Sue’s eye)

SUE
(V/O)

And you’ll be next.

WILL
(V/O)

What?

SUE
(V/O)

You know what I meant.

Will shudders, then looks back to Emma.
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WILL
(V/O)

Emma Pillsbury. I don’t care...

He trails off, as RACHEL’s voice comes in -- “Every Breath You 
Take” by The Police.

RACHEL
O can’t you see / You belong to me...
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